
 

   
    

    
 

      

    

       
   

 

 

 
What  types  of  trees  will  the  LDD  affect  the  most?   
LDD ca terpillars  will e at  the  leaves of  a  variety  of  trees but  oak species are  generally 
targeted.  
 
Why  is  it  important  to treat LDD in the community?   
As the  LDD ca terpillars grow,  they will f eed  on  more  tree  leaves causing  defoliation  for  
the  tree.  Generally,  healthy trees are  able  to  withstand  one  to  several ye ars of  losing  
their  leaves.  However,  several y ears  of  defoliation  can  weaken  the  tree  and  can  have  a  
negative  long-term  impact  on  the  tree.  It’s important  for  the  Town  and  residents to  
protect  trees on  public and  private  property from  LDD a s urban  tree  canopy’s provide  
health,  social,  environmental a nd  ecological b enefits to  the  community.   
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Lymantria dispar dispar (LDD) – Gypsy Moth
Frequently Asked Questions 

What  are  Lymantria  dispar  dispar  (LDD)  –  Gpysy  Moths?   
Lymantria  dispar  dispar  (LDD)  also  known  as the  Gypsy Moth,  is an  invasive  insect  that  
has been  found  in  the  Town  of  Newmarket.  This invasive  insect  was introduced  to  the  
United  States in  the  late  1800s and  was first  detected  in  Ontario  in  1969  and  can  be  
found in York Region and  many large  areas throughout  the  Province  of  Ontario.   

Why  are  LDDs  harmful?   
LDDs are  the  most  destructive  in  their  larval s tage  as caterpillars as they will st rip  away 
foliage  from  a  wide  variety of  trees by eating  the  leaves.  Most  healthy trees are  able  to  
regrow t heir  leaves but  some  species such  as  oak species are  very vulnerable  to  LDDs 
feedings.  Over  time,  repeated  defoliation  will st ress the  tree  which  can  kill i t.   

What  is  the  Town  doing  to  treat  LDDs?  
At  this time,  the  Town  Forestry department  is currently identifying  hot-spots and  priority 
areas that  are  prone  to  LDD f eedings  and  monitoring  the  LDD p opulation  throughout  
Town  while  working  with  York Region  on  best  practices to  treat  LDDs.  Data  collected  
will b e  used  to  develop  an  overall st rategy to  mitigate  the  effects  of  LDD i n  the  
community.  
 
Is the Town considering use of chemical treatments to treat  LDD?   
At  this time,  the  Town  is not  considering  the  use  of  any sprays or  tree  injections to  treat  
LDD.  Use  of  chemical t reatments like  BTK  or  tree  injections  such  as TreeAzin  have  a  
very limited  window o f  opportunity to  be  effective  as weather  conditions and  the  lifecycle  
of  the  caterpillar  need  to  favourable.  Aerial sp rays are  also  not  recommended  because  
this method  is generally used  to  target  large  areas with  widespread  LDD p opulations.  
BTK  will a lso  affect  other  caterpillars and  can  have  a  negative  impact  on  native  insects 
which  are  an  important  part  of  a  healthy environment  such  as a  food  source  for  
breeding  birds.  
 
If I spot  LDD on public property, can I report it to the Town?   
Yes,  please  report  LDD si ghtings to  the  Town  of  Newmarket  using  the  online  reporting  
system.  Data  collected  will h elp  the  Town  learn  more  about  the  LDD p opulation  and  
develop  strategies to  mitigate  the  negative  impacts of  LDD.  You  can  also  track the  LDD  
population  on  the  website  through  an  interactive  map.  Learn  more  at  
newmarket.ca/lddmoth   
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How  to  install  a  burlap  trap  for  Lymantria  dispar  
dispar  (LDD)  –  gypsy  moth Caterpillars  

Step  1:  
 
Take  a  piece  of  burlap  about  45  cm  wide  and  
wrap  it,  snugly,  around  the  trunk of  the  tree  at  
about  chest  height  (1m-1.5m).  Make  sure  it  
goes all t he  way around.  

 

Step  2:   
 
Take  a  piece  of  string,  rope,  strong  tape,  or  
pretty much  anything  you  have  that  will g o  
all t he  way around  the  tree,  and  tie  it  half  
way up  the  piece  of  burlap.  
 

Step  3:  
 
Fold  the  top  of  the  burlap  down  to  meet  the  
bottom  section,  creating  a  kind  of  skirt.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Step  4:   
 
The  trap  is  now  set.   
 

 
Step  5:  
 
Remove  caterpillars daily,  and  place  them  i
a  container  of  soapy water  for  up  to  48  hour
then  dispose  of  them.  Make  sure  to  always  
wear  gloves and  a long-sleeve  shirt  when  
doing  this as the  caterpillar  hairs can  cause
skin  irritations.   
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